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Welcome To The Breakthrough Experience

Simple, Powerful Solutions. Its All About Results

at the brekathrough experience you will learn how to:

The most powerful life-solutions seminar on the planet! Created by Dr John Demartini, theBreakthrough Experience 
is the culmination of 43 years of interdisciplinary study where you will be introduced to two powerful processes, the 
Demartini Method and the Demartini Value Determination Process.

Their practical applications solve issues, balance emotions and expand your life fulfilment and potential. The 
Breakthrough Experience will provide you with powerful solutions to help you resolve fear, depression, resentment, 
anger, intimidation, low self-esteem, guilt, grief or anxiety and any emotion you’d love to have stop ‘running’ your 
life. You will learn how to solve challenges, build relationships, clarify your purpose, achieve your goals and so much 
more in just two days.

If you would love to take your personal or professional success to a whole new level, if you would love to know how 
to transform whatever you perceive as ‘in the way’ to ‘on the way’ then make the wisest life decision today by signing 
onto the Breakthrough Experience.

This program will get you past your self-imposed limitations so you can develop your true potential, empower all 
areas of your life and achieve even more than you may once have thought possible.

In just 2 days, uyou’ll acquire the know-how to break through fear, depression, resentmtnet, anger, intimidation, Low 
self-esteem, guilt, anxiety, grief or any other emotion you feel is “impacting” your life.

1.  Increase your social and business influence,  
 power and leadership.
2.  Live an inspired, purposeful, empowered and  
 meaningful life.
3.  Overcome wealth-building limitations and  
 transform your financial destiny.
4.  Set, plan and achieve your desired personal  
 and professional goals.
5.  Deal with any form of loss, grief, depression,  
 resentment or anger.

6. Relieve tension, resolve issues and build  
 stronger relationships.
7. Dissolve volatile emotions that may be running  
 your life.
8. Break through self-destruction and grow your  
 self-worth.
9. Clarify your vision and the highest priority  
 action steps to inspire your life.
10. Turn any personal or professional challenge to  
 opportunity.

Break The Cycle value Yourself Become BAlanced See the Hidden Order
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The Curriculum of the The Breakthrough Experience

During the two days of the Breakthrough Experience, Dr Demartini 
will address the following areas:

1. Human behaviour and the science of maximising human potential
Discover how perceptions define values and emotions and what 
drives both you and the people around you. Learn the art of effective 
communication and gain the advantage and the results you want in your 
interactions. Take part in the Demartini Value Determination Process 
and discover what is truly important in your life and how that drives your 
inspired motor actions.

2. Empowering all 7 areas of life to increase social power and 
influence
You will experience restrictions in any of the 7 areas. (mental, financial, 
vocational, spiritual, physical, social and familial) you don’t empower. 
Discover the most powerful keys to development in all 7 areas of life. 
Learn how to clear the blocks and self-limiting beliefs that prevent you 
from being fully empowered in all these areas and discover strategies to 
wake up and expand your social power and influence.

3. Dissolve volatile emotions and overcome challenges
Discover the Demartini Method, a scientific process that works with your 
perceptions to balance and neutralise any emotion running your life 
resulting in reduced stress, tension and anxiety. It is used professionally 
by psychologists, social workers, educators and health professionals 
across the world to assist people break through their challenges and 
transform whatever is perceived as ‘in the way’ to ‘on the way’.

4. Defining and strategizing what you would love in all 7 areas of life
Learn how to fill your day with exactly what inspires you. Learn how to 
dissolve fears, overcome feelings of guilt, boost your wealth-building 
potential and set value-based goals you are sure to achieve. Become 
clear on what you would love to be, do and have and map out your 
inspired vision and mission. Learn the creative formula that Dr Demartini 
has used to help Thousands of people to transform their lives.

5. Dealing with death and loss
Learn how to cope with loss, whether that be loss of a loved one through 
death, divorce, relationship breakdown or a financial or material loss. By 
understanding how to process feelingsof loss, grief and anger, you’ll be 
able to move on with your life, be re-inspired and fully functional again. 
Experience the power of the Demartini Method to clear debilitating 
feelings of loss and shift your life back into inspired, grateful motion.

6. Leadership and success - Tapping into your 7 powers
Use the Demartini Method to own and awaken the traits of the most 
powerful people on earth.Learn about the importance of valuing yourself 
and uncover your hidden assets. Follow the ripple effects of your 
actions and discover the sphere of influence you have impacted to date. 
Take your leadership and your life to a whole new level of power and 
influence. The world is a reflection of your self-value; value you and the 
world will too.
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TRANSFORM

Transform whatever 
you perceive as “In The 
Way” to “on The Way”. 

When you do, you’ll be 
unlocking your True 

Potential!



“In the Breakthrough Experience I show people how to be resourceful in their perceptions and 
actions. Then, no matter what happens in their lives, there is something they can do to achieve 
something extraordinary from it” - Dr John Demartini

Can the Breakthrough Experience help me with my relationship issues?
Absolutely. You will learn how to set realistic expectations, relieve tension and dissolve the barriers between you
and your partner so that you both appreciate each other and feel connected once again.

Can the Breakthrough Experience help me grow my wealth?
Yes. You will learn how to increase your self worth, thereby increasing your net-worth and potential to become 
financially secure. Discover your hidden wealth building potential and change your values to gear yourself into 
greater returns.

I’m having a career crisis. How will the Breakthrough Experience help me?
The Breakthrough Experience will show you how to clarify what is most important to you and show you how to 
overcome the fears standing in your way of taking action on your goals. You will learn how to make money doing 
what you love and transform your perceptions so that you get to love what you do.

“The (Breakthrough Experience) course was simply
amazing. As a cardiologist, I have been searching
for years for a method that would help my patients
deal with the various causes for their ailments. The
Demartini Method is an amazing method that will
greatly enhance my approach to the treatment of my
patients. I have not met a more knowledgeable man.
I simply loved the science of the approach. I think that
all medical practitioners should learn this approach.
Without it, they are missing out on an opportunity to
grow themselves and their practices.”
- Dr Riaz Motara - MBBcH (WITS), FCP(SA), Cardiologist

“The Breakthrough Experience is an amazing gift. It
gave me a new perspective on life that provides an
understanding of balance I never had. I’m looking
forward to the road ahead. I’ll be able to reach new
heights with flow and synchronicity.”
- Rick Yune, American Actor (James Bond),
Screenwriter, and Producer

“The Breakthrough Experience has greatly enhanced
my understanding of human behaviour. This 2-day
seminar is inspiring, empowering and a highly
recommended investment in self. Dr Demartini’s
methodology is like no other that I have come across
during my studies and career as a psychologist. Dr
Demartini’s knowledge about and insight into human
behaviour is truly invaluable.”
- Janine Deiner, Psychologist

About Dr. John Demartini:
Human Behavior Specialist, Educator, Business Consultant and Internationally Published Author. Dr Demartini is considered one of 
the world’s leading authorities on human behavior and personal development. He has produced over 60 CDs and DVDs covering 
subjects such as development in relationships, wealth, education and business.

what graduates are saying about the breakthrough experience
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